PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Swedish IR sensor developer JonDeTech rings opening bell for Nasdaq
Stockholm
[Stockholm, Sweden, May 25, 2018.]. Today at 9:00 AM the CEO and employees of JonDeTech Sensors AB

(publ), ("JonDeTech" or "company"), were present at Nasdaq Stockholm, to ring the stock exchange’s
opening bell and start the trading in the company's shares at Nasdaq First North. The share will be
traded under the ticker symbol JDT.

JonDeTech, the Swedish manufacturer of one of the world's smallest IR sensors, has recently completed
a share issue for listing on Nasdaq First North. The share issue was fully subscribed and JonDeTech will
receive SEK 30 million before deduction of issue costs.
"This is a big day for all of us at JonDeTech, and of course we are very optimistic to be a listed company,”
said Robert Ekström, CEO of JonDeTech. “We welcome our new shareholders and look forward to taking
the next step in the company's development together. The listing will increase visibility for our company
and facilitate our continued growth in the market."
JonDeTech's business strategy is focused on growth. The company will now continue its
commercialization, employ a variety of competencies, invest in high volume production and develop the
production process and customer applications.
With the main research and development completed, JonDeTech is now focusing on increasing the
number of customer projects and employing more engineers and sales people, enabling a faster
conversion from customer projects to design wins within JonDeTech's core areas.

JonDeTech has developed an infrared sensor (IR) for contactless measurement of temperature and heat
flux (body temperature and real estate) as well as presence detection. Thanks to innovative
nanotechnology, JonDeTech can achieve performance similar to existing IR sensors, but without the need
for optics and encapsulation. JonDeTech's sensors are very small and thin (thickness 0.17 mm) compared
with conventional sensors, which enable them to be integrated into a variety of products at a low cost.
JonDeTech primarily target international customers, who develop applications in consumer electronics
and the Internet of Things.
For further information, please contact:
Robert Ekström, CEO
Email: robert.ekstrom@jondetech.se
Phone: +46 72 525 05 25

The company's Certified Adviser is Redeye AB, +46 8 545 013 30.

About JonDeTech
JonDeTech is a Swedish company that develops and markets patented IR sensor technology based on
nanotechnology. The company's IR sensors are down to one tenth as thick as conventional sensors, built
in plastic and can be manufactured in high volumes at a low cost, opening for a variety of applications in
consumer electronics and mobile telephony. The company was founded in 2008. Read more at
http://www.jondetech.se/ or see how the IR sensor works on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vEc3dRsDq8

